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Fiction for The FVP: an excerpt of “purplement” uh worked on when, ever is there time. [outside of 
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by goura fotadar 

(this excerpt for The Fictional VolunTier Project) 

tag[s]: share, fiction diagrams-art diagrams, fiction therapy, scent 

Life as an artist and a holy derelict-clothwad 

Dedicated to my brother: J.L. Da.F. and J.C.  

Like something wouldn’t believe I was huddled into the quill of read; and on-top of the cushion of pink; 

where the phony Mary posed in Gregorian and couldn’t cat: chat; the cushion turned to the prick that 

must have cemented it 

The dip and climb of 

Sea’ to me. 
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quick skits 
 
   In front of me the thin flowers and then ribbons as a thing of my: floral art. It’s a drinking tin; with 

paper taupe as a spherical [as in becoming] ribbon. 

   The lights flash since the strobe plantain also known as my focus, switches modality to ex-tended [ why, 

by the way: ] rest. I think of fans and teddy bears; but also of fans of teddy bears. 

Do you think, they belong here. 

cited: mariah carey 

   Teddy bears are so much like wreaths; even when they are  

[The need for heightened  

potpourri teddy bears in not just; but esp. just ‘Nam] 

[draw another teddy bear on cited voicethread,  

and link; see: https://voicethread.com/myvoice/thread/8849244/56058179 or slide 30 ] 

the only problem then; of course becomes travelling as in depoyeument and there’s no way to be near 

enough the teddy bear; this sounds like a sentiment for various variations of heart.  

   the problem shouldn’t be does the teddy bear; bears even smell strongly enough of potpourri that you 

sniffing it: is too much for you.  

[draw a cloth, wallet] 

The smell should be something you either need to smell or can’t ever smell too much of; and not sure if 

the or belongs there. [Like a greeting carpet at the front door or back door; or sum, sum, thing.] To the 

first problem; and perhaps the only one; there might be a travelling accompanying teddy bear.  

    I’m not sure if it can or has turned into the travelling accompanying teddy: beer; who actually smells 

of, beer; and not something pretending to be beer: but of much worse odor:  

   Would the potpourri teddy bear that also travels with you on depoyeument: be smaller [with less 

potpourri or lighter] than the normal regulary non-travelling one 

are you only travelling and-or depoyeument [in] because those that won’t don’t care for you; or like in 

fiction: heart you enough.  

theme: fiction in fiction to start with non-fiction like a boxed gift 

https://voicethread.com/myvoice/thread/8849244/56058179

